Why growth matters: How India's growth acceleration has reduced poverty. Reducing poverty, and providing for minimum needs, is the ultimate yardstick against which to measure development.
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How Economic Growth in India Reduced Poverty and the Lessons for Other Developing Countries observed: a radical, activist set of policies to accelerate growth and to pull up many of the poor into gainful employment. World Bank, India. Reducing Poverty, Accelerating Development on ResearchGate, the professional network for scientists.
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Finally, Chapter 9 provides a brief forecast of India's prospects and summarizes policies that would accelerate poverty reduction and sustained development.
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This paper compares the experience of poverty reduction in China and India. .. the strategy of development had delivered relatively high income growth without .. when market-oriented reforms were accelerated in the southern and eastern
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India, the Challenges of Development: A Country Assistance Evaluation - Google Books Result Foreign investment, and particularly exports, can accelerate domestic development. Both China and India have had impressive reductions in poverty – mostly. The Oxford Handbook of the Indian Economy - Google Books Result


Immon Ghosh Can. There can be no national development without rural development.